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PINOCCHIO (THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY) is a dreamlike and gestural play that presents 
Collodi’s universal character in a world of lies. An update full of very contemporary situations (theater, 
politics, war...). PINOCCHIO enters a world that deceives him at every step: a world that deceives itself 
in visual illusions and half-truths. Thus begins his journey towards his own humanity...

The world has slowly become a puppet theater for the numb audience on the front line of the Platonic 
cavern (today updated on digital screens). The shadows moving on the wall are not real. 
But human beings desperately need to believe in that illusion. Until one of those puppets realizes that 
he is a puppet. That is the story of Pinocchio. That is the tragedy of the human being. To realize that 
everything is a lie. And who better than Pinocchio, the most famous liar of all times, to show us the Big Lie 
of the 21st century?

PINOCCHIO (THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY) is a call to walk hand in hand with our inner CHILD. 
Are you ready to discover your truth and embark on the journey with grace and courage? And who better 
than the innocent and mischievous PINOCCHIO to accompany the audience on the journey to themselves?

ABOUT THE SHOW



”PINOCCHIO (THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY)” is a oneiric and gestural theater piece inspired 
by Carlo Collodi’s classic ”Le avventure di Pinocchio” with a strong influence of butoh dance. 
Directed and performed by Orland Verdú, the piece delves into the life of Pinocchio as a representation 
of the collective drama of our civilization: an updated image of the human being in search of his true ”self”. 

The piece is a visual and imaginal poem with a demanding and transforming physical and corporal work 
that transfers the universe of Pinocchio to our contemporary world.
Without words and with a strong inspiration from Charles Chaplin and Kazuo Onho, the work introduces 
us to the universal wooden doll who wanted to be human, now turned into a symbol of our search for freedom.

Duration: 55 min.

TEASER

SYNOPSIS

https://vimeo.com/718677821


Director and founder of ORACLES Theatre/Studio - Escola de Teatre Oníric in Barcelona. Physical actor. 
Director. Playwright. Producer. Dancer and teacher in the ONYRIC Theatre method. Creator of ORACLES 
Theatre Company in 2013.
Throughout his career he has explored all kinds of modalities: physical theater, experimental, mask, 
butoh dance, sensory theater, dramatic writing, theatrical anthropology... until creating his own style, 
ONYRIC Theatre, in which he delves into the Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious through moving 
images and lucid dream atmospheres of enormous emotional impact and high symbolic content.
He regards his own works as ”oracles”, between the rite and the scenic work. Works that reveal themselves 
through total surrender to the story (myth/story) embodied by the performer in his own body as a place of 
rebellion and revelation.
As director/actor he has directed the text plays ”Diàlegs de Dalt i de Baix”, ”Truc o tracte?” and ”Hyde Cabaret”. 
His solos are pieces of oneiric theater and butoh dance: ”NOSTALGIA”, ”PANDORA”, ”DUNSINANE”, 
”QUASIMODO”, ”ICAROS: The Last Flight”, ”HAMELIN: The Pied Piper & The Rats”, ”PINOCCHIO: The 
Beginning of the Journey”, ”MORPHEUS: Sandman & Seven Sins”, ”CHRIST: The Fisherman of Souls” 
and ”THE SKELETON WOMAN: Skeleton Anderea”, performed by Ainhoa Alberdi.
Together with the Japanese composer Keiko Fujiie, he directed the international butoh dance project 
”NAGASAKI: Mute Wilderness - Nature Morte”, that premiered in Barcelona at the Monastery of Sant 
Pau del Camp and toured to the USA in 2018, with sponsorship from the United Nations.
As a playwright, he has been awarded the XVII Premi de Teatre Evarist García de la Diputación de Alicante 
(2016), for the play ”Truc o tracte?”, the 2nd Prize in the VI International Contest ”Dramaturgo José Moreno 
Arenas” of Albolote for the play ”Madame Ho Lee (Ed. Carena 2013), and the VIII Premi de Teatre Ciutat 
de Sagunt for the play ”Diàlegs de Dalt i de Baix” (Ed. Onada 2011).
He collaborates with Cía. Tango Amado with his PINOCCHIO in the Tango show ”REGRESO AL AMOR”, 
which premiered at the Ibiza Congress Center on October 5-6th 2019, directed by Armin Heinemann 
and coreographed by Verónica Palacios and Omar Quiroga.
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Director: Orland Verdú

Performer: Orland Verdú

Staging: Orland Verdú

Lighting Design: Justin P Brown - Consuelo Barrera Jofré

Lighting Technician: Consuelo Barrera Jofré

Music: Oskar Schuster - Allseits - Erik Satie/Alexandre Tharaud - Drew McDowall - 

Poranguí - Camille Saint-Saënts - Brian Eno/Jon Hopkings - Limbotheque - Joep Beving 

- Silver Maple - Colin Stetson/Sarah Neudfeld - Ólafur Arnalds - Vamos a contar mentiras 

- Coros las escuelas ave mariana - Keiko Fujiie.

Vídeo: Julián Rodríguez 

Photography: Justin P Brown

Sound: ORACLES Theatre - Grup Cultural EXEO

Production: ORACLES Theatre - Grup Cultural EXEO with the official support of the 

Institut de Cultura (ICUB) of the Barcelona City Council and the Oficina de Suport a la 

Iniciativa Cultural (OSIC) of the Generalitat de Catalunya.
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